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With the globalization and flooding of international style architecture,regional 
architecture become our own reflexion.During the parctice of the regional 
architecture,modern architecture lose it’s feature because we pay more attention to the 
efficiency. Southern of Fujian also lose it’s color during the urbanization drive as 
well.In practise,achitecture become lost his head, they get the  products from other 
place without consideration, and works become random and jitter, then make 
substantial and surface building. 
In practise of modern architecture,residence become one important source of 
inspiration.we analyse the external and internal features in residence,and realise that 
the morphology could be one source in design,point out the feasibility  that residence 
direct architecture practice. 
Text base on the regional architecture practice from residence around the world, 
get the methods through comparing.At last,from the feature and forms of residence in 
southern of Fujian,we mirror the external feature and methods directly into modern 
architecture design on the one hand,on the other hand,we make new forms from 
internal feature.By this ,we conclude all methods of modern architecture design from 
the morphology of residende in southern of Fujian.Then example individual and guide 
practice. 
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